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The exhibition J’essaye de me reconstruire presents a selection of work by Ronny Delrue.
Innumerable sketches, notes, doodles, paintings, obsessively detailed drawings and
manipulated or drawn-on photos form a ceaseless flow of thoughts in which Delrue reflects
both on personal experiences and contemporary social themes. In this sense, the exhibition
can be considered a total installation that reveals how Delrue incorporates and explores
drawing in his artistic practice.

Many journal sketches are presented as a loose, unstructured installation, always in motion.
The cadre lines on the floor could just as easily be on the wall, and vice versa. As the works
show, drawing is clearly second nature to Delrue, a kind of visual thinking on paper. His
musings and notes account for a fraction of the hundreds of journal drawings made by Delrue
over the years, up to the present day. A similar obsession with drawing is evident in the series
El Camino but distilled into a few sheets of paper. El Camino consists of a sequence of
drawings produced in succession that together depict the pilgrim’s journey to Santiago de
Compostela. In this instance, the journey is purely mental. The mind – and the drawings –
become purer as the destination nears: the sketches are simpler, reduced to a few lines.

The journey – not simply a literal journey, but a journey through time, an odyssey through his
own mind – is a recurring theme in Delrue’s work. A theme he explores in terms of such
elements as appearance and disappearance, remembering and forgetting, control and lack of it.
We see how Delrue uses overexposed Polaroids – some of which refer to one of Van Gogh’s
walks, in which reality almost disappears – and makes them his own by drawing upon them.
The journey also features in a remarkable collection of correspondence – drawings exchanged
by Delrue with artists from all over the world. One such example is the ‘letters’ from Delrue
in Ghent, to Salam Atta Sabri in Iraq, on view in the cabinet. The series Tricksters also delves
into the journey theme: over the course of twenty drawings Delrue explores the story of
Reynard the Fox, a metaphor for ‘good’ and ‘bad’ paths we can take in life.

At the same time, the exhibition is a journey through Delrue’s ideas about what drawing can
be. Drawing is conceived as the concept of direct action, as the gesture capable of expressing
a thought and which, as such, could take any form; a painting, a thread drawing on the floor,
or manipulated photos. Drawing can also be a sign, mark-making – such as those in the
installations of photos of the Maharjan family in Kathmandu, where the number of
perforations corresponds to how much he recalls of the various family members.

Delrue’s drawing underlines the human need to document and control reality – and its
impossibility, thwarted by the uncontrolled or by forgetfulness. As a body of work, Delrue’s
drawings represent the indefatigable attempts to chronicle his existence.

Ronny Delrue (1957) graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University College
Ghent, became a laureate at the NHISK Nationaal Hoger Instituut voor Schone Kunsten van
Antwerpen and earned his PhD in the arts at KULeuven. His work is represented in private
collections and numerous museums: S.M.AK. Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele Kunst Gent,



M HKA Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen, Mac’s Musée d’art contemporain –
Grand Hornu, IKOB Museum für Zeitgenössische Kunst Eupen. This year, his work also
features in Rolling Snowball in Iceland (org. CEAC Chinese European Art Center Xiamen,
China) and in the Biënnale van de Schilderkunst at the Roger Raveel Museum in Machelen-
aan-de-Leie. Delrue lives and works in Ghent and Moen.

The solo ‘J’essaye de me reconstruire’ is also part of the longstanding research project
‘Drawing is Thinking, Thinking is Moving’ of the LUCA School of Arts Faculty of KU Leuven,
with research partners CIAP Hasselt, S.M.A.K. Gent and Drawing Centre Diepenheim.
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